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Abstract:  Tools of face recognition methods have its own advantages and disadvantages making face recognition 

as a challenging task of image analysis. Under constrained environment the analysis becomes easy. Whereas under 

the unconstrained environment the tasks become more challenging due to various factors like illumination, facial 

expressions and poses, changes in the face contour because of age and many other factors. These factors hinder the 

extraction of features of facial expression making it much harder to recognize. This paper has compared the different 

classification methods for both constrained and unconstrained face recognition which enable the researchers to opt 

for suitable methods according to their needs. 
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1. Introduction 

Digital facial image is used to recognizing an individual in face recognition. Recognition of face done in 

our day to day activity by humans is not a challenging task, as humans can correlate the known vs. 

unknown easily. But the challenge in face recognition through machine is facial geometry recognition. 

The number of work done by National Institute of Standards and Technology(NIST
 
)
1
 for the past 20 

years which has been set as benchmark for face recognition techniques. The technique named Face 

recognition techniques (FRT) has been able to recognize 92% of the unknown faces have been 

successfully recognized. This accuracy is under the constraint environment where the factors like 

illumination are controlled. Therefore the images collected with careful cooperation, FRT has been more 

accurate. To identify any individual in an unconstrained environment is still a challenge for facial 

recognition reliability. When variations are found in facial pose, illumination, and expression
2,3

, FRT 

performance deteriorates significantly. Factors like compression of images, obstruction, shadows, blurring 

etc lead to fall in accuracy of the face recognition.  

 

2. Automated facial Recognition 

Automated face recognition is considered as a pattern matching problem where the position of eye, ear, 

nose, facial outline are compared and matched. This comparison is done between the probe and gallery 

facial images probing the similarity and thus finding the true match. Non linearity is a major challenge in 

this pattern matching
2
. Non linearity is something called as variation like variation in the lighting  

 


